
Traveler's ResponsibilityTraveler's ResponsibilityTraveler's ResponsibilityTraveler's Responsibility
The person due the reimbursement for travel costs incurred is responsible for:The person due the reimbursement for travel costs incurred is responsible for:The person due the reimbursement for travel costs incurred is responsible for:

Submitting travel claims within 10 days from the return of the trip.Submitting travel claims within 10 days from the return of the trip.
Providing the business purpose and inclusive dates of each trip.Providing the business purpose and inclusive dates of each trip.
Certifying he/she:Certifying he/she:

Received authorization to travel.
Traveled on official business.
Actually spent the amount for listed expenses.  
Has verified that the amount due is accurate.
Has not and will not seek reimbursement for (1) a duplicate claim or (2) from any other source.

Returning to the University within 30 days, any reimbursement or payment issued by the University which subsequently results in a refund to the individual.Returning to the University within 30 days, any reimbursement or payment issued by the University which subsequently results in a refund to the individual.
Any expenditure greater than $25 requires a receipt.Any expenditure greater than $25 requires a receipt.

Approving Authority ResponsibilityApproving Authority ResponsibilityApproving Authority ResponsibilityApproving Authority Responsibility
The approving authority designated to approve travel claims ensures all expenses are reasonable in terms of price, purpose, and necessity.The approving authority designated to approve travel claims ensures all expenses are reasonable in terms of price, purpose, and necessity.The approving authority designated to approve travel claims ensures all expenses are reasonable in terms of price, purpose, and necessity.

The approving authority is responsible for:The approving authority is responsible for:
Ensuring expenses charged to his/her accounts are supported by sufficient funds and ensuring appropriateness of use of funds.
Ensuring expenses requested are ordinary, reasonable, not extravagant, necessary, and supported by a business purpose or justification, as appropriate.
Validating, to the extent possible, that the expenses listed were actually incurred by the employee and that appropriate supporting documentation is attached.
Reviewing and approving the business purpose and ensuring the request is in compliance with any applicable sponsored project/grant requirements.
Approving/denying payment of the travel claim in a timely manner.
Denying expenses not directly related to official University business.

Receipts/SubstantiationReceipts/SubstantiationReceipts/SubstantiationReceipts/Substantiation
United States Travel: Any individual expense for more than $25 must be substantiated by a receipt, this includes meals related purchases.United States Travel: Any individual expense for more than $25 must be substantiated by a receipt, this includes meals related purchases.United States Travel: Any individual expense for more than $25 must be substantiated by a receipt, this includes meals related purchases.
International Travel: Any individual expense for more than $25 must be substantiated by a receipt, except for meals. Meals expenditures do not require receipts. However, meals and incidental costsInternational Travel: Any individual expense for more than $25 must be substantiated by a receipt, except for meals. Meals expenditures do not require receipts. However, meals and incidental costsInternational Travel: Any individual expense for more than $25 must be substantiated by a receipt, except for meals. Meals expenditures do not require receipts. However, meals and incidental costs
must not exceed the amounts on federal per diem website. See the bottom of the travel claim form for the federal per diem website.must not exceed the amounts on federal per diem website. See the bottom of the travel claim form for the federal per diem website.must not exceed the amounts on federal per diem website. See the bottom of the travel claim form for the federal per diem website.

Miscellaneous Travel ExpensesMiscellaneous Travel ExpensesMiscellaneous Travel ExpensesMiscellaneous Travel Expenses
Miscellaneous expenses are reimbursable when they are ordinary and necessary to accomplish the official business purpose of a trip. The Travel Expense Claim must include an explanation of whyMiscellaneous expenses are reimbursable when they are ordinary and necessary to accomplish the official business purpose of a trip. The Travel Expense Claim must include an explanation of whyMiscellaneous expenses are reimbursable when they are ordinary and necessary to accomplish the official business purpose of a trip. The Travel Expense Claim must include an explanation of why
such  expenditures are being claimed. Following is a non-exhaustive list of reimbursable and non-reimbursable travel related expenses. Any individual expenditures greater than $25 require a receipt.such  expenditures are being claimed. Following is a non-exhaustive list of reimbursable and non-reimbursable travel related expenses. Any individual expenditures greater than $25 require a receipt.such  expenditures are being claimed. Following is a non-exhaustive list of reimbursable and non-reimbursable travel related expenses. Any individual expenditures greater than $25 require a receipt.

TipsTips
The University will reimburse reasonable and customary gratuities (generally up to 20% of the total bill) for items such as shuttle driver tips.  Meal tips are reimbursed as part of 
the meal expense; taxi tips are reimbursed as part of the taxi expense; valet tips (if exception is granted) are reimbursed as part of the parking fee.
Tips and gratuities for extended travel or travel outside the continental U.S. that are over and above tips reimbursed as part of the per diem are reimbursable if reasonable and 
incurred while traveling on official University business.  

Business Related ExpensesBusiness Related Expenses

Form TipsForm TipsForm TipsForm Tips
Please note that there are comments embedded into numerous fields on the enclosed form. A colored dot in the top right corner of a cell indicates that there is a comment with useful informationPlease note that there are comments embedded into numerous fields on the enclosed form. A colored dot in the top right corner of a cell indicates that there is a comment with useful informationPlease note that there are comments embedded into numerous fields on the enclosed form. A colored dot in the top right corner of a cell indicates that there is a comment with useful information
embedded. To access these comments, allow the cursor to hover over the cell and a dialogue box will appear.embedded. To access these comments, allow the cursor to hover over the cell and a dialogue box will appear.embedded. To access these comments, allow the cursor to hover over the cell and a dialogue box will appear.

When looking up per diem rates using the enclosed links to federal websites, if your exact destination is not listed, then select the "other" category for the general destination.When looking up per diem rates using the enclosed links to federal websites, if your exact destination is not listed, then select the "other" category for the general destination.When looking up per diem rates using the enclosed links to federal websites, if your exact destination is not listed, then select the "other" category for the general destination.



Q: Can I get a travel advance?
A: Yes a travel advance is a loan to help you travel. Using form 1A a travel advance can be issued up to 30 days prior to a trip. If an advance is needed prior to 30 days 
documentation should be submitted to support the advance.  Advances can be issued in multiply payments (for example part of the advance now to purchase airline tickets 
and some later for traveling needs).

A: Yes a travel advance is a loan to help you travel. Using form 1A a travel advance can be issued up to 30 days prior to a trip. If an advance is needed prior to 30 days 
documentation should be submitted to support the advance.  Advances can be issued in multiply payments (for example part of the advance now to purchase airline tickets 
and some later for traveling needs).

A: Yes a travel advance is a loan to help you travel. Using form 1A a travel advance can be issued up to 30 days prior to a trip. If an advance is needed prior to 30 days 
documentation should be submitted to support the advance.  Advances can be issued in multiply payments (for example part of the advance now to purchase airline tickets 
and some later for traveling needs).

Q:  Will my advance be mailed to my home?
A: No, advances are held in the State Cashiers Office for pick up. Once the trip begins you can no longer pick up the advance.

Q: How will I receive my travel payments?
A: Travel advances are held in the State Cashiers Office until the date of the trip. Travel reimbursements are mailed to the travelers department. We are unable to mail 
travel payments to a home address.
A: Travel advances are held in the State Cashiers Office until the date of the trip. Travel reimbursements are mailed to the travelers department. We are unable to mail 
travel payments to a home address.

Q: when do I need to file a travel claim?
A: you need to file a travel claim Form 262 within 10 days for your return. No additional travel payments can be issued if you have outstanding advances.

Q: Can I use my bank card statements for travel reimbursement?
A: No, Bank information is not a valid form of proof expenditure. The State requires a receipt showing Services provided, Date of service, amount charged.

Q: Do I need to submit a Mapquest documentation to support my mileage claim?
N: No it is not necessary to support mileage claim with back up. Mileage should be reasonable for the time and location of your travels.

Q: Do I need to provide my home address on the travel form (262)?
A: No, We do not need or want home address on any travel documentation. Home addresses are personal data we do not collect.

Q: Can I use multiple chart field strings on my claim?
A: Yes, You can use as many as you need?

Q: Can I charge my state travel to CPC/CPF?
A: Only if a portion of the travel is being charged to the state. If all of your travel is being expensed to CPC and or CPF then you should be submitting travel on a CPC or 
CPF form directly. Please note that if you are submitting a travel claim that splits the expense between the state and CPC or CPF then please submit 1 original and one copy  
of the travel claim to state Accounts Payable.

A: Only if a portion of the travel is being charged to the state. If all of your travel is being expensed to CPC and or CPF then you should be submitting travel on a CPC or 
CPF form directly. Please note that if you are submitting a travel claim that splits the expense between the state and CPC or CPF then please submit 1 original and one copy  
of the travel claim to state Accounts Payable.

A: Only if a portion of the travel is being charged to the state. If all of your travel is being expensed to CPC and or CPF then you should be submitting travel on a CPC or 
CPF form directly. Please note that if you are submitting a travel claim that splits the expense between the state and CPC or CPF then please submit 1 original and one copy  
of the travel claim to state Accounts Payable.

Q: Can I cancel my reservation?
A: If you cancel your reservation, registration, etc.. In compliance with the cancellation terms, you must return any refundable deposits to the University. If you fail to 
cancel any reservations, registrations, etc.  You will not be reimbursed for any charges/fees, unless the circumstances was beyond the travelers control.
A: If you cancel your reservation, registration, etc.. In compliance with the cancellation terms, you must return any refundable deposits to the University. If you fail to 
cancel any reservations, registrations, etc.  You will not be reimbursed for any charges/fees, unless the circumstances was beyond the travelers control.

Q: Can I use any mode of transportation?
A: Upon approval the traveler can use most modes of transportation, but will be reimbursed based on the least expensive mode of transportation. Documentation 
demonstrating least expensive fare should be included with the travel claim.  Motorcycles shall not be authorized for use on official University business, nor shall 
reimbursement for motorcycle travel be allowed

A: Upon approval the traveler can use most modes of transportation, but will be reimbursed based on the least expensive mode of transportation. Documentation 
demonstrating least expensive fare should be included with the travel claim.  Motorcycles shall not be authorized for use on official University business, nor shall 
reimbursement for motorcycle travel be allowed

A: Upon approval the traveler can use most modes of transportation, but will be reimbursed based on the least expensive mode of transportation. Documentation 
demonstrating least expensive fare should be included with the travel claim.  Motorcycles shall not be authorized for use on official University business, nor shall 
reimbursement for motorcycle travel be allowed

Q: Can I claim a meal whether or not I paid for the meal.
A: No. If you did not pay for a meal, then it cannot be claimed. For example, if you are attending a conference and lunch is provided as part of the conference registration 
fee, then you cannot also claim lunch on your travel claim for reimbursement.
A: No. If you did not pay for a meal, then it cannot be claimed. For example, if you are attending a conference and lunch is provided as part of the conference registration 
fee, then you cannot also claim lunch on your travel claim for reimbursement.

Q: Do I need to provide a receipt for all travel expenditures incurred?
A: When engaging in non-contiguous U.S. travel, receipts are required for any of the following expenses you have paid for:

Airfare costs
Lodging expenses
Miscellaneous travel expenses > $25

A: When engaging in international travel, receipts are required for any of the following expenses you have paid for:
Airfare costs
Miscellaneous travel expenses > $25

Q: What is an acceptable receipt?
A: An acceptable receipt includes the following:

1) Cost
2) Proof of payment
3) Name of the vendor
4) Date paid

Receipts that are smaller than 8.5 by 11 should be taped to an 8.5 x 11 piece of paper, and submitted with your travel claim.

Q: What if I lost my receipt?
A: If the original receipt cannot be obtained, a statement should be provided explaining why such receipt is not being submitted with the travel expense claim. The 
statement must also include a certification that the amount shown is the amount actually paid and that the traveler has not and will not seek reimbursement from any other 
source.

A: If the original receipt cannot be obtained, a statement should be provided explaining why such receipt is not being submitted with the travel expense claim. The 
statement must also include a certification that the amount shown is the amount actually paid and that the traveler has not and will not seek reimbursement from any other 
source.

A: If the original receipt cannot be obtained, a statement should be provided explaining why such receipt is not being submitted with the travel expense claim. The 
statement must also include a certification that the amount shown is the amount actually paid and that the traveler has not and will not seek reimbursement from any other 
source.

Q: If my travel is for less than 24 hours can I be reimbursed for meals and incidental expenses, and are there any special rules I should be aware of?
A: Meals and incidental expenses incurred on travel that is less than 24 hours is not allowed unless there is an overnight stay involved. An exception may be made to the 
overnight stay rule; however, exercising this exception requires the meals and incidentals payment to be treated as taxable income to the payee.  Overnight Stay Exception:  
If an exception to the overnight-stay requirement is allowed by the approving authority, the amount of the breakfast and or dinner meal(s) reimbursed becomes 
reportable and taxable. The amount will be reported to Payroll and included in Box 1 of the employee’s W-2 form. Under no circumstances will expenses for lunch be 
reimbursed for travel of less than 24 hours

Q: My international travel will take me to multiple locations on the same day, how do I know which Federal Per Diem Rate to use?
A: Use the rate for the location where you spent the majority of that day.

Q: If I'm visiting multiple locations on the same day how do I know what rate to use?
A: Use the rate that is based on the area where the majority of the day was spent.



Travel Reimbursement Rates for Travel that Includes an Overnight StayTravel Reimbursement Rates for Travel that Includes an Overnight Stay

Rates of Reimbursement
United States Travel

Daily M&IE …………………….. Actual meals expenses up to $55/day + $7/day incidentals 
allowance
Receipts required for any individual expenses of $25 or more

Lodging Traveler will be reimbursed for actual lodging expenses, receipts 
required

International

Daily Meals and Incidental Expenses Published Federal Government Per Diem for specific location. No 
receipts required

Lodging Traveler will be reimbursed for actual lodging expenses up to the 
Published Federal Government Per Diem for specific location

Non-Commercial Facility 

Daily Lodging Expenses Actual expenses up to 100% of Published Federal Government Per 
Diem for specific location
Receipts required for expenses of $25 or more

Federal Per Diem rates for all locations:http://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asp

http://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asp
http://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asp


Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Travel Expense Claim FormCal Poly San Luis Obispo Travel Expense Claim FormCal Poly San Luis Obispo Travel Expense Claim FormCal Poly San Luis Obispo Travel Expense Claim FormCal Poly San Luis Obispo Travel Expense Claim Form

Claimant's NameClaimant's NameClaimant's Name Residence Address (Non Employees Only)Residence Address (Non Employees Only)Residence Address (Non Employees Only)Residence Address (Non Employees Only) CityCityCity State Zip CodeZip Code

SELECT FROM DROP DOWN
EmpID  (not SS#)EmpID  (not SS#)EmpID  (not SS#) DepartmentDepartmentDepartmentDepartment Telephone # Vehicle License #Vehicle License # Mileage Rate ClaimedMileage Rate ClaimedMileage Rate Claimed Domestic/U.S. Travel
N/AN/AN/A CESaMECESaMECESaMECESaMECESaMECESaME 0.500.500.50 International Travel
Travel Destination (city & state, or city & country)Travel Destination (city & state, or city & country)Travel Destination (city & state, or city & country) Purpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of TripPurpose of Trip

Carson City, NevadaCarson City, NevadaCarson City, Nevada Attend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training EventAttend the RECON Spring Training Event

Departure and Arrival Departure and Arrival 
City and State or City and Country 

where expenses were incurred

Domestic Travel Meals CostsDomestic Travel Meals CostsDomestic Travel Meals Costs Domestic Travel 
Incidental Expenses 

Foreign Travel 
Meals & 

Incidental Rate

Meals and 
Incidentals 

Total Lodging Cost 
Airfare      

Cost

Private Car UsePrivate Car Use
Misc. Travel 

Expense
Total 

ExpensesDate Time
City and State or City and Country 

where expenses were incurred B L D

Domestic Travel 
Incidental Expenses 

Foreign Travel 
Meals & 

Incidental Rate

Meals and 
Incidentals 

Total Lodging Cost 
Airfare      

Cost Miles Amount
Misc. Travel 

Expense
Total 

Expenses

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0.00

STATE (CPSU)STATE (CPSU) Fund DeptID Account Program Class Project Amount

CPSU Advance ReceivedCPSU Advance Received

CPSU Total

CAL POLY CORPORATION (CPC)                             AND 
OR FOUNDATION (FDN)
CAL POLY CORPORATION (CPC)                             AND 
OR FOUNDATION (FDN)
CAL POLY CORPORATION (CPC)                             AND 
OR FOUNDATION (FDN)

Org Key Object Code AmountCAL POLY CORPORATION (CPC)                             AND 
OR FOUNDATION (FDN)
CAL POLY CORPORATION (CPC)                             AND 
OR FOUNDATION (FDN)
CAL POLY CORPORATION (CPC)                             AND 
OR FOUNDATION (FDN) 51551 Less CPC and or CPF AdvanceLess CPC and or CPF AdvanceLess CPC and or CPF Advance $0.00

CPC and or CPF TotalCPC and or CPF Total

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
vehicle safety and seat belt usage.

I hereby certify that the above is a true statement of the travel expenses incurred by me in accordance with applicable California State University procedures and that all items shown were for the official business of The California State University. If a privately owned 
vehicle was used, and if mileage rates exceed the minimum rate, I certify that the cost of operating the vehicle was equal to or greater than the rate claimed, and that I have met the requirements as prescribed by SAM Sections 0750. 0752, 0753 and 0754 pertaining to 
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Rates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationallyRates for Lodging, Meals and Incidental Expenses vary depending on whether you are traveling in the U.S. or internationally Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement

Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement

Airfare Costs $0.00

Rates for U.S. travelRates for U.S. travel See the grid on the rates tabSee the grid on the rates tab
Travel Expenses paid on your 

behalf i.e. you are not claiming 
these expenses for 

reimbursement

Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement

Conference FeesConference Fees $0.00
Rates for international travelRates for international travelRates for international travel http://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asphttp://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asphttp://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asphttp://aoprals.state.gov/web920/per_diem.asp

Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement

Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement Rental Car ExpensesRental Car Expenses $0.00

Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement

Travel Expenses paid on your 
behalf i.e. you are not claiming 

these expenses for 
reimbursement

Other ExpensesOther Expenses $0.00
Revised 11/10/2011Revised 11/10/2011 Subtotal $0.00

Total travel expense:Total travel expense: $0.00
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